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0.1 Historical background 
"Abstraction by deletion is a straightforward process: One care-
fully omits parts of the data describing the mathematical concept in 
question to obtain the more 'abstract' concept. This often leads to 
a reverse process, in which it is shown that all (or some) of the ab-
stract objects can have the deleted data restored, perhaps in more 
than one way. Such a restoration is then called a 'representation 
theorem'." S. Mc Lane, Mathematics Form and Function, pp.436 
The above paragraph describes, intuitively, the idea of representation theory. 
Examples of representation abounds. In 1878 Cayley showed that every ab-
stract group is abstractly isomorphic to a 'concrete' group of permutations; 
around 1935 logicians A.Lindenbaum and A.Tarski showed that any complete, 
atomic Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of all subsets of some set. 
However, not so much has been done beyond this without restrictions to par-
ticular cases - e.g. the algebra concerned should be finite/or atomic, etc. 
The breakthrough was then reached with the work of Marshall Stone, see in-
troduction to [l1J. Stone's work were published in two papers in the Transaction 
of the American Mathematical Society in 1936, 1937. Resulting from these are, 
among others, Stone's representation theorem, see [11]II,4.4 and Stone's [1940] 
version of the Real Gelfand duality theorem, see [11] IV,4. 
The main tools in Stone's work were 
1. The identification of Boolean algebras with Boolean rings, i.e. rings in 











realization of the importance of ideals, especially prime ideals, in lattice 
theory. 
2. The introduction of topology; For a given Boolean algebra A, Stone con-
sidered the set 
SpecA = {I ~ A I I a prime ideal of A}. 
He then topologized SpecA by taking the basic opens to be subsets of the 
form 
Oa = {I E SpecA I a st I}. 
Then, the opens of SpecA correspond to arbitrary ideals of A. In this 
topology the clopen sets correspond to principal ideals, and hence to ele-
ments of A. Hence a representations of elements of A as continuous maps 
SpecA -t 2, where 2 is the two element set 2 = {O ,1 } with discrete 
topology. 
However, not so many types of rings can be built up as rings of continuous 
functions on SpecA as described above, with values in a single 'standard' ring 
R. The rescue here is the use of Sheaf theory, where we are instead trying to 
present a given ring A as a ring of global sections, i.e. AS::! A(SpecA), for some 
sheaf of rings A on SpecA. 
On the other hand the spaces SpecA, as described above, will only be useful if 
one assumes the Prime Ideal Theorem that any non-trivial Boolean algebra has 
a prime ideal, see [7] chapter 9: otherwise SpecA may well be empty and thus 
utterly fail to carry any information concerning A. The rescue to this end is 
the pointfree version, where instead of the topological space SpecA we consider 
the locale, also call it SpecA, given by the frame RidA of radical ideals of 
A. RidA constitute the pointfree antecedent of SpecA regardless of any choice 
assumption. 
0.2 Synopsis 
The main purpose of this thesis is to present the (generic) pOintfree version of 
the usual Grothendieck Sheaf representation of a commutative ring with unit. 
Chapter one deals with locales/frames. These are 'generalized' spaces, where 
the 'space' is not determined by its points, but by the lattice of its opens. 
In chapter two we build up some ring theory, needed for the presentation of 
the sheaf representation of rings. In particular we show that RidA is a frame, 











In chapter three we present the pointfree version of the usual Gelfand sheaf 
representation of a ring. 
In chapter four we again present the pointfree Sheaf representation of a ring 












Locale (Frame ) Theory 
1.1 Introduction and background 
In this chapter we recall basic facts about locales(frames}. Frames are lattices 
which posses the essential properties of topological spaces : they are complete, 
allowing for unions and intersections, and their finite intersections are distribu-
tive over arbitrary unions: For any frame L 
a A V S == V {a A tit E S} (a E L,S ~ L). 
Frame homomorphisms similarly abstract the key properties of inverse image 
mappings between topologies induced by continuous functions, namely preser-
vation of arbitrary unions, including the zero, and finite intersections, including 
the unit. This defines the category Frm. 
In locale theory, we stipulate that the frame view of topology is the complete 
picture. The result is a model of the notions of space and continuity which is 
in essence similar to that of point set-topology, but which avoids reducing the 
"substance" of a space to atoms. 
Rather than introducing the category Loc of locales as the formal dual of the 
category Frm of frames, we say - in the spirit of categorical language - that 
there is a functor 
LocOP ~Frm, 
denoted by O( -}, which is an isomorphism. Thus any frame is of the form Ox, 
where X is the unique locale specified by Ox. Similarly, any frame homomor-
phism OX ~ oy is of the form Of for a unique morphism Y ~ X of locales, 
the map specified by Of. We will denote OX by OX (and call it the frame of 
opens of X) and Of by 1*, and write f* for the right adjoint of Of. f* exists 
since 1* preserves colimits(V). We will be free to do our calculations in either 











Here we would like to recall some basic facts from sheaf theory. We intend to 
recall only concepts that we will need later in our work and thus will not go 
deep into the subject. 
Definition 1.1.1 A presheaf on a locale X is a contravariant functor from 
OX to Sets. A presheaf is thus specified by giving a set F(U) for each U E OX, 
and a map p~ : F(U) --+ F(V), for each V <;;;; U in OX ; with p~ = id for any 
U E OX, and p~ = p~ a p~ for any W ~ V ~ U in OX . The maps p~ are 
called restriction maps(or simply restrictions). A morphism of presheaves 
is just a natural transformation of functors. 
Notation: We will write xIV for p~(x), x E F(U), V <;;;; U. 
Definition 1.1.2 Let F be a presheaf on a locale X and let (Ui)iEI be a family 
of elements of OX. A family (Xi E F(Ui) )iEI is compatible when 
Vi,j E I xilUi 1\ Uj = xjlUi 1\ Uj . 
Definition 1.1.3 A presheaf F on a locale X is separated when, given U = 
V I Ui in OX and x, y E F(U) in F 
(Vi E I XIUi = ylUi ) ===} x = y. 
Definition 1.1.4 A presheaf F on a locale X is a sheaf when, given U = V lUi 
in OX and (Xi E F(Ui))J a compatible family in F, there exists a unique x E 
F(U) such that for each index i E I, XIUi = Xi. 
The condition in definition 4 is called the patching(glueing)condition. Note 
that any sheaf is separated. Diagramatically, we see that a presheaf F is a sheaf 
if for any U = V I Ui in OX, the diagram 
is an equaliser, where the maps are induced by restrictions in the obvious way. 
Let F be a presheaf on a locale X, and let U E OX. Define a relation '" 
on F(U) by x'" y iff there exists a cover U = V I Ui in OX with XIUi = ylUi for 
all i E I. It can be easily verified that '" is an equivalence relation. Then the 
presheaf U 1-7 F(U)/ '" is separated and gives a reflection of F in the category 
of separated presheaves on X. 
Now, suppose F is a separated presheaf on X. For each U E OX let F(U) = the 
set of equivalence classes of compatible families (Xi E F(Ui))J, where U = V lUi 
in OX, with two families (Xi E F(Ui))J and (Yj E F(Vj))J equivalent iff 
xilUi 1\ Vi = Yj lUi 1\ Vi for all indices i and j. Then U 1-7 F(U) is a sheaf 











Of particular interest is the following. Let A be a set and X a locale. Consider 
the presheaf U f-+ A on X( Le. the constant presheaf equals to A). It can be 
easily verified that the sheaf refiection,A, of this sheaf is given by A(U) = the set 
of locally constant locale maps U -t A, which are just frame homomorphisms 
PA -t,J.. U (where PA stands for the power set of A). Further, for V :::; U in 
OX, the restriction map p~ : A(U) -t A(V) is given by Q f-+ (( -) /\ V) 0 Q. 
Definition 1.1.5 A locale X is called discrete if OX = PS for some set 
S.(Where PS stands for the power set of S). 
Definition 1.1.6 A subframe of a frame L is a subset of L which is closed 
under /\ and V . A quotient of L is an onto(surjective) map L~M in Frm. 
The fact that the binary meet preserves(distributes over) joins is equivalent to 
the existence, for each a E L, of a right adjoint a -t (-) : L ---* L to the 
mapping a /\ ( -) : L ---* L Le.a /\ b :::; c {=} b :::; a -t c. Explicitly, a -t (-) is 
given by 
a -t c = V {b ELI a /\ b :::; c}. 
a -t c is called the relative pseudocomplement of a with respect to c. Thus L is 
a complete Heyting algebra, see [11], chapter 1. 
By a semilattice we will mean a meet semilattice with a unit. Semilattice homo-
morphisms are maps between semilattices which preserve /\ and the unit. This 
gives us the category Slatt of semilattices and their homomorphisms. 
Proposition 1.1.1 Given a set X, the set F X of all finite subsets of X, ordered 
by 2, is (up to isomorphism) the free semilattice on X, with /\ = U and the 
universal map X 1=4 F X, x 1---+ {x}. 
Proof Suppose A, B ~ X are finite subsets. Then, clearly, A U B is finite. 
Furthermore, A U B is the smallest finite subset of X containing both A and 
B. It is then clear that F X is a semilattice. For any map X ~ L from X 
to a semilattice L, define h : FX ---* L by h(A) = /\ h[A]. Then,h(A U B) = 
/\ h[A U B] = /\(h[A] U h[B]) = (/\ h[A]) /\ (/\ h[B]) = h(A) /\ h(B). Where the 
second last equality follows from the fact that A and B are finite sets. Moreover 
h(0) = /\ h[0] = /\ 0 = 1, showing that h is a semilattice homomorphism. 
Further, h({x}) = /\h[{x}] = /\{h(x)} = h(x), i.e. the diagram 
X~FX 
~? 
L commutes. D 











Proof As a result of proposition 1, it suffices to give a " free" functor Slatt -----+ 
Frm. Given any meet semilattice A, let VA be the set of all downsubsets of A. 
We show that VA is the free frame on A, with the universal map A -----+ VA, 
a t---+.!- a. VA ordered by ~ is clearly a sub-complete lattice of PA, and hence 
also the infinite distributive law holds. Moreover, .!- (a)n .!- (b) =.!- (a 1\ b) and 
.!- (IA) = A = IVA; so .!- (-) is a semilattice homomorphism. Given any meet 
semilattice homomorphism A -----+ B, where B is a frame, define h : VA -----+ B 
by h(S) = V h[S]. Then 
h(.!- a) = V h[.!- a] = V{h(x) I x:::; a} = h(a). 
i.e. the diagram 
commutes. It is clear from the definition of h that it preserves arbitrary joins. 
For finite meets we have: Let S, T EVA. 
h(S n T) = V h[S n T] 
= V{h(u) I u E SnT} 
= V{h(s1\ t) Is E S,t E T} 
= V {h(s) 1\ h(t) Is E S, t E T} 
= (V{h(s) Is E S}) 1\ (V{h(t) It E T}) 
= h[S] 1\ h[T]. 
The uniqueness of h is clear from the fact that any S EVA is a join : 
S = V {.!. a I a E S}, 
and this join must be preserved by h. 0 
Definition 1.1.7 An element a E L of a frame L is said to be compact (finite ) 
if for every S ~ L with a :::; V S, there exists a finite F ~ S with a :::; V F. 
A frame L is called coherent if 
(i) every element of L is a join of compact elements, and 
(ii) The compact elements form a sublattice of L. More specifically, the unit 
is compact and the binary meet of compact elements is compact. 











We would like to recall the following facts (for details see [11] or [8]). 
Definition 1.1.8 In any frame M, x is rather below a, written x -< a, if there 
exists y E L such that x /\ y = ° and y V a = 1. And, L is said to be regular if 
'VaEL a V{xELlx-<a}. 
A locale X is said to be regular if OX is. 
Lemma 1.1.1 Any homomorphic image of a regular frame is regular. If each 
Mi ~ L is a regular subframe, then the subframe generated by the Mi (i.e. the 
smallest subframe of L containing all Mi'S) is regular. 0 
As a consequence of lemma 1, any frame L has a largest regular subframe -
simply take the subframe generated by all regular subframes of L. Hence the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1.2 The category RegFrm of regular frames is coreftective in 
Frm with coreftection RegL ~ L, the largest regular subframe of L.D 
Definition 1.1.9 A distributive lattice L is called normal if, whenever we are 
given bb b2 E L with b1 V b2 = 1, we can find Cl, C2 with Cl/\ C2 = 0, CI V b2 1 
and b1 V C2 1. 
For the sake of completeness we would like to mention the adjointness between 
Top and Frm(Loc). The lattice OX of opens of a topological space X is a 
frame. Furthermore, for any continuous map I: Y -+ X the map h : OX -+ OY 
defined by h (U) = I-I (U) is a frame homomorphism. This gives a contravariant 
functor 0 : Top -+ Frm. Conversely, given a frame L, we define the Spectrum, 
EL, of L to be the set of all frame homomorphisms, : L -+ PI (where PI is 
the frame corresponding to the terminal locale 1) with the topology given by 
the sets 
Ea = {' EEL I '(a) = I}. 
For h : M -+ L, Eh = '0 h. E and 0 are 'adjoint on the right' with adjoint 
maps l1L : L -+ OEL, a t-+ Ea and ex : X -+ EOX, x t-+ X, where x(U) is 1 if 
x E X and ° otherwise. Call L spatial if l1L is an isomorphism and X sober if 
ex is an isomorphism. This adjoint induces a dual equivalence SpFrm ~ Sob, 
between the subcategory of spatial frames and sober spaces respectively. 
1.2 Images and Parts of a locale 











The theory of monads [16] becomes very simple when specialised to partially 
ordered sets (as categories), but it remains eminently useful. 
Let P be a partially ordered set and consider a closure operator (or monad) 
t : P ---t P on P, a monotone map satisfying id ::; t and t2 ::; t. Let i : pt '-t P 
be the inclusion of the sub-partially ordered set of fixpoints (i.e." algebras" or 
closed elements) for t: 
x E pt {:::::} t(x)::; x. 
Lemma 1.2.1 (t: P ---t P a closure operator on a partially oredered set P) 
(i) t factors as i 0 r, where r : P --7 pt is surjective and left adjoint to i. 
(ii) pt is closed under all meets which exist in P. 






Define r by r(x) t(x), and let i be the subset inclusion (see the diagram 
above). Then clearly i 0 r = t. For any x E pt, X = t(x) = r(x), hence r 
is surjective. Moreover, r(x) ::; a (in pt) {:::::} x::; r(x) ::; a = i(a). Hence 
r -l i. 
(ii) Let S ~ pt be such that 1\ S exists in P. Then 
(iii) 
t(/\ S)::; /\ t(x) = /\ x = /\ S. 
zES zES 




r(t(x» = t(t(x» = t2 (x) = t(x) = r(x) r(id(x». Suppose h : P --7 A 
is a map into a poset A which co equalises t and id. Then, we can define 
Ii: pt --7 A by Ii(z) = h(z). Ii is well defined since h(x) h(t(x» for any 











Proposition 1.2.1 Let 
f 
A---r-P --9 
be an adjunction between partially ordered sets. Then 
(i) fog 0 f == f and 9 0 fog == g. 
(ii) f is surjective'¢::::} 9 is injective'¢::::} fog = id . 
(iii) I = 9 0 f is a closure operator on A, and Al == g[P]. 
Proof f .., 9 '¢::::} [j(a) ~ x ¢} a ~ g(x)] 
(i) f(a) ~ f(a) ¢} a ~ gf(a) ¢} f(a) ~ fgf(a), and gf(a) ~ gf(a) ¢} fgf(a) ~ 
f(a). Thus f == fgf· Similarly, from 9 ~ 9 and fg ~ fg, we get 9 = gfg· 
(ii) suppose f is surjective. Let x,y E P, say x ::::: f(a) and y ::::: f(b), with 
g(x) ::::: g(y). Then x f(a)::::: fgf(a} f(b) = y, where (*) holds since 
gf(a) ::::: gf(b}. Similarly, y ~ x. Hence x ::::: y, i.e. g is injective. f surjective 
and fog 0 f = f :::} 9 0 f id. 
(Fi) Since f(a) ~ f(a) for any a E A, a ~ gf(a). Moreover, gfgf(a) ::::: gf(a) 
from (i). Thus 9 0 f is a closure operator. Clearly, g[P] ~ AI. Conversely, 
a E Al ¢} a ::::: l(a) ::::: gf(a). 0 
In a similar way, in proposition 1.2.1, we get that s = fg is a coclosure op-
erator on P and ps f[A]. 
f 
Note that for maps of partially ordered sets A'::::P, f .., 9 iff id ~ gf 
9 
and fg ~ id. 
Proof Only the necessity part needs to be proven. Suppose id ~ gf and 
fg ~ id. Then for any a E A, x E P, f(a) ~ x :::} a ~ gf(a) ~ g(x) and 
a ~ g(x) :::} f(a) ~ fg(x) ~ x D. 
Proposition 1.2.2 Let I be as in the previous proposition and let t : A -+ A be 
a closure operator. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i)t ~ I 
(ii) 9 factors through At. 
proof (i) =:::} (ii) Suppose t ~ I gf. Then, for any a E A, a I-closed =:::} a 
is t-closed, i.e. AI ::::: g[P] ~ At. Thus i 0 9 ::::: 9 where i : At '-+ A is the subset 
inclusion. 
(ii) =:::} (i) Suppose g factors through At '-+ A. Then Al ~ At. Then for any 
a E A t(a) ~ tl(a) = l(a). 0 
For a map of locales f : Y ----+ X, the operators f.!* : OX ----+ OX and 











Definition 1.2.1 A closure operator on a frame L is called a nucleus if it 
preserves finite meets. 
The nucleus f.!*, for a locale map f : Y ---+ X is called the nucleus induced 
by f. 
Proposition 1.2.3 The following are equivalent for a closure operatorl : L ---+ 
L on a frame L. 
(i) lea 1\ b) = lea) 1\ l(b) 
(ii) a -t b:::; lea) -t l(b) 
(iii) lea -t l(b)) = a -t l(b). 
Proof The first condition is equvalent to the statement 
a 1\ b:::; c:::} lea) 1\ l(b) :::; lee), 
the second to 
a 1\ b :::; c:::} a 1\ l(b) :::; l(c) 
and the third to 
a 1\ b :::; l(c) :::} a 1\ l(b) :::; l(c). 
These statements are clearly equivalent. 0 
Let L be a frame, 1 a nucleus on L, and let 
Ll = {a E L Il(a) = a}. 
Since 12 = I, LI = I[L). 
Proposition 1.2.4 For a frame L, the following are canonically equivalent. 
(i) The set of quotients of L, 
(ii) The set of subsets Q ~ L closed under arbitrary meets and such that if 
a E L, x E Q, then a -t x E Q, 
(iii) The set of nuclei on L. 
Proof Let L~Q be a quotient. Then q is surjective and thus qq. = id. 
Therefore Q £:::' q*(Q) = Ll, where I is the nucleus q .. q. If a E A and x E Ll, 
then lea -t x) = lea -t lex)) = a -t lex) = a -t x. We have already seen that 
Ll is closed under arbitrary meets. Thus AI £:::' Q satisfies (ii). Now suppose 
Q ~ A satisfies (ii). x -t y E Q for all x, y E Q implies that Q is closed under 












with the right adjoint the inclusion of Q. Lastly, given a nucleus I on L, 
I : L -T Ll gives us a quotient of L. It is not difficult to see that these corre-
spondences are bijections. 0 
Definition 1.2.2 A surjection of locales is a map q : Y --+ Q such that q*q* = 
id. 
Lemma 1.2.2 Given q as in the definition above a map f : Y --+ X factors 
through q iff j" f* ::; q*q*. The unique factoring map h has h* ::::::: q.j". 0 
Equivalence classes of surjections q : Y --+ Q ordered by factorization constitute 
the partially ordered set of images of Y. 
Note: The images of Yare in bijective correspondence with subframes of ny 
or, equivallently , with meet preserving 'co-closure operators' c : ny --+ nY, 
both in their usual order. 
Definition 1.2.3 A map of locales e : E Y X is called an embedding iff e* : 
nx --+ nE is a frame surjection, i.e. e*e* = id. 
Lemma 1.2.3 Given e as in the definition above, a map f : Y --+ X factors 
through e iff e.e* ::; f*j". The factoring map g : Y --+ E has 9* j"e*. 0 
The equivalence classes of embeddings e : E y X ordered by factorization 
form a set SX, the partially ordered set of sublocales of X. It is -partially for 
psychological comfort- convenient to choose a canonical representative i : A y 
X for a sub locale A of X, to which we may then refer as the sublocale inclusion, 
or part of X. We do this by taking i* : nA y nx to be a subset inclusion. By 
proposition 4, nA is characterised by the equivalent properties of being closed 
under meets and the operation u -T (-) for each u E nx, or of being the 
fixpoints of a meet-preserving closure operator, namely i*i* : nx --+ nx. Of 
the correspondences 
A ++ nA ~ nx ++ nx nx 
the first is order-preserving and the second order-reversing. The locale X itself 
is its largest sublocale(part), with the iclusion map the identity id : X -T X. 
It can be shown that for that for any locale X, SX is a complete lattice. In-
fact, it can be shown that SX is a coframe(the corresponding locale called a 
colocale), that is 
1\ {A V SIS E S} A V 1\ S 
for any A E SX, S ~ SX, see [21]. For the purpose of our thesis, we will not 















OY : .. OX 
~>;V 
Z h'~ OZ /g> 
Then for any u E OX, g*g*{u) :::; g*{h*h*g*{u)) ::::: f .. !*{u), On the other hand, 
for any v E OY, !* f*{v) :::; !*g .. g*(f*(v)) ::::: h*h* ' Thus g*g* :::; f .. !* and 
!* f* :::; h*h ... 
'Conversely', suppose that in the diagram 
q is a surjection{q*q* id), and that !* f* :::; q*q .. , Then we can define 
g: Q -t X by g* = q .. !*. We then get q*g" = q*q*!* = ido!* =!*' Thus f 
factors through q. 
Proposition 1.2.5 Any map f : Y ---t X of locales factors as a surjection 
followed by a sub locale inclusion. 
I Y )oX 
~/. 
fry] 
Proof Define OJ[Y] := f*[Oy], It can then be easily seen,using the previous 
two lemmas that !* f* = q*q* and i .. i* f*!*. 0 
We call flY], in the proposition above, the image of f. 
Remark. fry] is the smallest sublocale of X through which f factors, More 
generally, if Yi <-t Y is a sublocale of Y, given by the nucleus l on OY, then its 












It follows purely formally that any of the following is an embedding: any 
pullback of an embedding, any map with a left inverse (a split mono or section) 
and, more generally, any equaliser. 
We recall that a point (x : 1 --r X)of a locale X is a frame homomorphism 
nx --r Pl. Any such point is an embedding since it splits the unique morphism 
! : X --r 1. We call the image of x : 1 --r X a singleton or atomic sublocale 
of X, denoted {x}. We label the point of! by "0" , so that we may write 1 = {o}. 
Each u E nx gives sublocales 
X.\.u~X and 
defined by nx.\.u ={. u and nXtu u respectively. 
Lemma 1.2.4 The inclusions X.\.u~X and Xtu~X have i.i· = U--r 
(-) and j.j' = u V (-) respectively. 
Proof It is clear that {. u and t u are frames and that the two closure operators 
in question are nuclei. wEt u ¢:} w ~ u ¢:} w = u V w.Thus t u is (isomorphic) 
to the frame of closed elements for u V (-). For {. usee [11]. 0 
Definition 1.2.4 The Sublocales Xtu~X and X.\.u~X are called closed 
sublocale and open sublocale respectively. Similarly, we call the nuclei u V (-) 
and u --r (-) closed and open respectively. 
It follows that for a map oflocale f: Y --r X and an open sublocale Y-!-v~Y 
ofY, its image f[Y.\.v] is given by the nucleus f,(v --r 1*(-» on nx. 
Notations: For u E nx we will denote the corresponding open sublocale of 
X by U (or U ~ X). 
1.3 Direct and inverse images 
Let f : Y --r X be a locale morphism. A part B of Y has a direct image 
f[B] under f in X obtained by factoring the restriction fiB of f to B into a 











The assignment B r-+ f[BJ defines an order preserving mapping SY -+ SX. 
Suppose B is the union V B of a family B of parts of Y, B = V {Bi liE I}. 
The restriction of a surjection to a cover remains a cover, which implies 
I[B] = V {J[BiJI i E I}. 
Where by a the restriction of I : Y -+ X to a family Y == {Yi : Yi -+ Y I 
i E I}, we mean the family {I 0 Yi : Yi -+ X liE I}. Thus the direct image 
1[-] : SY -+ SX preserves unions, hence it has a right adjoint. Its right adjoint 
assigns to A E SX the largest part 1-1 A of Y mapped into A by I, namely the 
inverse image of A along I. A map 9 : Z -+ Y clearly factors through 1-1 A if 
and only if log factors through A-this says that the diagram 
is a pullback. 
The composition of a map 9 : Y -+ A with an inclusion A y X is an inclusion 
if and only if 9 is. If I : Y -+ X is a sublocale inclusion, then composition with 
I turns parts of Y into parts of X - we may view this as an inclusion mapping 
SY Y SX. In the diagram above, 1-1 A then denotes the intersection Y A A 
in the lattice SX, with 1-1 A -+ A and 1-1 A -+ Y inclusion maps. 
1.4 Open maps of locales 
Definition 1.4.1 A map 01 locales I : Y -+ X is called open il r admits a left 
adjoint I! and the "Frobenius identity" 
I! (v A j*(u» = /!(v) Au 
is satisfied for all u E nx, v E ny. 
Proposition 1.4.1 Let I : Y -+ X be a map of locales. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) f is open; 
(ii) r preserves arbitrary meets and the identity 
j*(u-+w) = j*u-+ j*w 
holds lor all u, w E nx. 
(iii) j* admits a left adjoint I! and the identity 
f*(v -+ j*(u) = /!(v) -+ u 











Proof (i) {::} (ii) 1* has a left adjoint iff 1* preserves arbitrary meets. The 




commutes. But this square commutes iff the square of right adjoints 
ny..J.:- nx 
ru-+{-) 1 1 u-+(-) 
nY~nx 
commutes, which is the identity in (ii). 
(i) ¢;} (iii) The Frobenius identity can also be expressed by saying that for any 
v E ny the square 
ny nx 
vA(-) J tI!(V)A(-) 
nY~nX 
commutes, and again, this is so iff the corresponding square of right adjoints 
ny nx 
u-+(-) t t I!(v)-+(-) 
nY~nX 
commutes, which is the identity in (iii). 0 
Proposition 1.4.2 A map of locales f : Y --+ X, is open iff for any open 
sublocale V'-t Y, its image fry] '-t X is open. 
Proof (::::}) : Suppose f is open. Recall that f(vl is given by the nucleus f*(v --+ 
1*(-)). By proposition l(iii) f*(v --+ 1*(-») = I!{v) --+ (-). Thus fry] is open. 
( ¢::) : Conversely, suppose f[V] is open for any v E ny. Then, for any v E ny 
there exists w E nx such that 
f*(v --+ 1*(-» = w --+ (-). 
For any v E nY, let f!(v) = w. Then for any u, u' E nx f!v A u' :::; u ¢;} u l :::; 
f!v --+ u {::} u l :::; f*(v --+ 1*(u» ¢;} 1*u' :::; v --+ 1*u ¢;} 1*u l A v :::; 1*u. In 











Corollary 1.4.1 / : Y -+ X is open iff the direct image map 
restricts to open sub locales i. e. the diagram 
can be filled in so as to commute. 
Corollary 1.4.2 The composite 0/ two open maps is open. 
Proof Obvious from proposition l(ii) or directly from proposition 2.0 
Example A sublocale i : E Y X is open iff i is an open map. 
Proof (:::>:) Suppose i : E y X is an open sublocale. Then nE £:::t u for 
some u E nx. Then, i" = u A ( -) and the inclusion t u y nx is left adjoint to 
u A ( -) and clearly it satisfies the F'robenius identity. Hence i is an open map. 
(<=:) The converse follows easily from proposition 2, since id : EyE is an 
open sublocale of and irE] y X and i : E y X are isomorphic sublocales 
of X.D 
1.5 Etale maps (or local homeomorphisms )of lo-
cales 
Definition 1.5.1 A map of locales / : Y -+ X is etale when there exist/amilies 
Vi E nY, Ui E OX (i E J) such that 
1. ViE! Vi = 1 and 
2. For every index i E J, f restricts to an isomorphism t Vi -+t Ui between 
the two open sublocales. 
Lemma 1.5.1 Let f : Y -+ X be a morphism 0/ locales and let V E nY, 
u E OX be such that the diagram 
commutes; where i and j are sub locale inclusions. Then g,,(w) = /*(v -+ w) for 











Proof The last equality follows easily since g*(u l ) g*(u 1\ u l ) = v 1\ J*(u l ) 
for any u l :::; u. For the first inequality we have: For any w :::; v, u -+ g*(w) = 
j*g*(w) f*i*(w) = f*(v -+ w). Thus u 1\ f*(v -+ w) :::; g*(w). But g*(w) :::; u 
and g*(w) :::; u -+ g*(w) = f*(v -+ w). Hence g*(w) = u 1\ f*(v -+ w} D. 
Proposition 1.5.1 Every etale morphism of locales is open. 
Proof Let f : Y -+ X be etale. Let (Vi), (Ui) be as in the definition of an etale 
map. Let V E flY. Then v = V I V 1\ Vi. Since f[ -] : SY -+ SY preserves 
unions, f[V] = V I f[V 1\ Vi]. Moreover, V 1\ Vi :::; Vi and f etale implies (by the 
previous lemma) that the image f[V 1\ Vi] is an open sublocale of Vi and hence 
of X. Therefore fry] is a join of open sublocales and hence is open.D 
Corollary 1.5.1 A morphism f : Y -+ X of locales is etale if] 
1. f is open, and 
2. there exist elements (Vi E flY) with VI Vi = 1, such that for each i E I 
the restricted mapping f! : Vi -+ f[Vi] is an isomorphism of posets. 
Proof (=»: Is clear. For (-¢=) take the v~sas given and take Ui = I!(vi) in the 
definition of an etale map.D 
The following proposition will become very important later in our work. 
Proposition 1.5.2 The following are equivalent for a map of locales f : Y -+ 
X. 
(1) f is etale 
6-
(2) f is open and the diagonal Y '-T Y Xx Y of the kernel pair of f is open as 
well. 
Proof We will not give a complete proof here, but will recall the technicalities 
involved and give a sketch for the proof. Recall that for any two locales X 
and Y their product X X, Y is given by the frame generated by the pairs 
(u, v) E flX X flY with respect to the relations 
(I) (ul,vd 1\ (U2,V2) = (Ull\u2,Vll\v2), 
(2) V{(u, v) I u E S} = (V S, v) for all S ~ flX, v E flY; and 











We then write u x v (some people use u ® v) for the element of n(X XI Y) 
generated by the pair (u, v). We then get that u x v ::::= 7rX1 U!\ 7ry: 1v where 7rx, 
7ry are the projections from X Xl Y to X and Y respectively. 
For any locale X, the diagonal X 4 X Xl X is the coequaliser of the the pair 





~ * (u xv) = V {w E nx I w X w ~ u xv} 
and 
~*(w) = V{u X v I u!\v ~ w}. 
Since Loc has pullbacks, all the above can be done for any map f : Y -+ X, by 
pulling it back against itself, as in the diagram 
Y---)oX 
I 
Back to our theorem: In proving (i) =:} (ii) we have, by assumption, Y ::::: V I Vi, 
with f : Vi -+ f[Vi] an isomorphism for each i E I. Define~! : ny -+ ~(Y Xx Y) 
by 
~(v)::::: V{(V!\ Vi) X (v!\ Vi) liE I}. 
One can then show that ~! -1 ~ * and that the Frobenius identity holds. 
In proving (ii) =:} (i) we consider ~!(1) E n(Y Xx Y). One can then show that 
for some indexing set I. We then take Vi 
map. The reader is reffered to [5, 22, 13]. 
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2.1 Some (more) lattice theory 
Before we start with rings, let us recall some more lattice concepts. Recall that 
a complete lattice L is a partially ordered set in which V S (and hence AS) 
exists, for any subset S ~ L. 
A non-empty subset, S, of an ordered set P is said to be (up) directed if for every 
finite F ~ S, there exists z E S such that x ~ z, for all x E F. 
Lemma 2.1.1 A complete and distributive lattice,L, in which 
a A V S V {a A sis E S} 
for any a E L, any updirected S ~ L, is a frame. 
Proof For any X ~ L, let 
VX=V{Xl V···Vxnl xl,···XnEX}. 
Then the lemma easily follows since the right hand side is the join of an updi-
rected subset of L. 0 
Lemma 2.1.2 Let L be a complete distributive lattice. If a, bEL are compact 
elements, then a V b is compact. (Thus finite joins of compact elelments in L 
are compact). 
Proof Let a, b be compact. Suppose a V b ~ V S for some S ~ L. Then 
a ~ V Sand b ~ V S. Since a and b are compact, there exist finite T, U ~ S 











2.2 The frame of radical ideals 
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the notions of a commutative ring, 
ideal, prime ideal, maximal ideal, quotient ring, domain, integral domain, field, 
polynomial ring, ring offractions [1]; we will recall some other basic notions as 
we go along. Throughout, unless otherwise stated, by a ring we will mean a 
commutative ring with a unit. One of the basic notions that play an important 
role in the pointfree sheaf representation of a ring is that of a radical ideal. 
Definition 2.2.1 An ideal J ~ A of a ring A is called radical if an E J =} a E 
J, all a E A, n ~ O. 
For any ideal J ~ A, there is the smallest radical ideal, p(J), that contains it. 
As can be easily seen from the definition of a radical ideal, p( J) is given by 
p( J) = {x E A I xn E J for some n}. 
Notation: For any a E A we will denote p(Aa) by raj. Thus 
[a] = {x E A I xn = ac, some c,n}. 
Note that for any a E A and n > 0, [an] = [a]. 
Denote by RidA the set of all radical ideals of a ring A, partially ordered by 
inclusion. We show that RidA is a frame. 
Let (Ja)aEr be a family of radical ideals of A. Let xn E n Ja,for some x E A 
and some integer n. Then xn E Ja for all 0: E r. Thus x E Ja for all 0: E r, 
and hence x E n Ja . This shows RidA has arbitrary meets given by n. The 
bottom is [0]. 
Let X be a collection of radical ideals of A. We already know that LX, which 
is the set of all finite sums of elements from members of X, is the smallest ideal 
containing all elements of X. But L X is not necessarily radicaL Therefore the 
join of X in RidA is v X =p(L:X). 
The top(unit) is [1] A. 
For distributivity, we have the following. Two cases of joins: (i) If we have a 
directed family of radical ideals, then their join is just their union, and hence 
the frame distributive law holds since n distributes over U. (ii) For finite joins, 
reduced by induction to the finitary case: 












a E I 1\ (J V H) =? some an = b + c, b E J, c E H 
=? an+! ab + ac E In J + I n H. 
Which implies a E (11\ J) V (I I\H), showing that 11\ (JV H) <;;; (11\ J) V (I I\H). 
The reverse inclusion is obvious. Thus RidA is a frame. 
For any a, b E A, [a] n [b] = [ab] : Obviously lab] <;;; [a] n [b]. Conversely, if 
xn = ac and xm = bd, then xm+n xmxn = (ac)(bd) = (ab)(cd) , hence 
x E [ab]. Thus [ab] = [a] n [b]. 
In later chapters we will need the following property of [-]: For any a, b E A, 
[a + bJ ~ [a] V [b] : Because a + b E Aa + Ab <;;; p(Aa + Ab) = [a] V [b]. 
We call J E RidA finitely generated if J = [ad V ... V [an] for some n > 0, 
some ai E J. 
In RidA, J compact iff J is finitely generated: (=?:) This implication is obvious 
since for any J E RidA, J = V {[a] I a E J}. 
(¢=:) Suppose J is finitely generated. Since finite joins of compact elements are 
compact, it will suffice to look at J = [a). So, suppose [a] = V X = p(I: X) for 
some family X in RidA. Then an = Xl + ... + Xn for some Xi E Ji EX, some 
n > 0. Which implies a E J1 V··· V I n , and thus [a] = J1 V ... V I n . 
Since for any J E RidA, J = V {[a] I a E J}, RidA is a coherent frame. 
Lemma 2.2.1 In RidA [t] <;;; [r] V [s] ifftn = rc + sd for some n 2:: 0, c,d E A. 
Proof (¢=) : This implication is clear, since 
tn = rc + sd E [r] + [s] =? t E p([r + sJ) = [r] V [s] 
=? [t] <;;; [rJ V lsI. 
Where the outside r in the second equation means 'the radical ideal generated 
by'. 
(=?) : Conversely, suppose [t] <;;; [r] V [s] p([r] + [s]). Then t m E [r] + [s] for 
some m 2:: O. Le. tm = x+y for some X E [r], y E lsI. Then, xk = ar and yl = sb 
for some k, I 2:: 0, a, bE A. We may assume that k = I (take their maximum). 
Then xk ra and yk = sb. Then, using the binomial expansion, we have 
tm2k = (x + y)2k = Axk + p,yk 
Ara + p,sb 











ReIllark More generally, the above lemma can be stated as: [t] ~ [rJ V [sJ iff for 
any I, p > 0, tn = 1'1 C + sP d for some n ;::: 0, c, d E A. This follows from the fact 
that [rJ = [1'1] for any I > O. 
2.3 "Freely" inverting an element of a ring 
Given a ring A and an element sEA, we consider the problem of 'freely' 
inverting s. This is a fundamental construction and can be carried out as follows. 
Let A[XJ be the polynomial ring in indeterminate X with coefficients in A. A is 
identified with the subring of A[X] consisting of constant polynomials, i.e. we 
have a ring homomorphism 
i 
A '-+ A[X], a r-t constant polynomial equal to a, 
which is simply an inclusion. In A[XJ consider the ideal generated by the poly-
nomial 1 - sX, i.e. all multiples of 1 - sX in A[XJ. We then form the quotient 
ring A[XJ/(l sX). We have a canonical map 
Vs : AC-...;.. A[XJ---- A[X]j(l - sX). 
Notation: Sometimes we write A[S-I] for A[X]j(l - sX). 
We have the following four facts about lis : A ---7 A[S-IJ. 
LeIllIIUl 2.3.1 Vs is the universal ring homomorphism from A mapping s to an 
invertible element. 
Proof Since sX == lmod(l - sX), vs(s) is invertible, namely IIs(s)-1 IIs(X). 
Let'P : A -t B be a ring homomorphism with 'P(s) invertible, say 'P(s)b 1 for 
some (necessarily unique) bE B. 
Vs : AC-...;.. A[X] ---- A[XJj(l - sX) 
~l~~ 
B 
Extend 'P to qi : A[X] -+ B by qi(X) = b. We have qi(l sX) = qi(l) -
<fi(s)<fi(X) = O .. Hence <fi factors through A[X]j(l - sX) by 
tp: A[X]/(l sX) '" B 











where [PJ = equivalence class mod 1 - sX containing P. 
We would like to mention here that any element of A[s-I] is of the form 
vs(a)vs(s)-n for some a E A, some n 2:: o. 0 
Lemma 2.3.2 Ker(vs) = {a E A I some sna = a}. 
Proof vs(a) = 0 {:} a == Omod(l - sX) iff there exists P E A[X], say P = 
Po + PIX + ... + Pnxn, (Pi E A,Pn ::f 0), such that 
a = P(l sX) = (Po + PlX + ... + Pnxn)(l - sX) 
= (Po + PlX + ... + Pnxn) (posX + PISX2 + ... + Pnsxn+l). 
Since a E A, we get a = Po, (PI - Pos) = (P2 - PIS) = ... = (Pn - Pn-IS) = 
PnS = 0, from which we get PI = PoS = as, P2 = PIS = as2, P3 = 
P2S = as3 , .•• ,Pn = Pn-I s = asn. Multiplying the last equation by s we get 
o PnS asn+l . D. 
Lemma 2.3.3 For any r, sEA, Vr factors through Vs iff [r] ~ [s]. 
Proof (-{::::)Suppose [r] ~ [s]. Then rn = sa for some a,n. Then 
vr{s)vr(a)(vr(r»-n = vrCsa)(vr(r»-n = vr(rn)(vr(r))-n 
= (vr(r»n{vr(r»-n = 1. 
Thus, by universality of vs , Vr factors through V s ' 
(:::}:) Conversely, suppose there exist a ring homomorphism cp : A[s-I] -+ A[r- I] 
such that cp 0 Vs = vr . 
Then vr(s) is invertible because vs(s) is invertible. Hence there exist polynomi-
als P(X) and Q[X] such that sP - 1 = (1 rX)Q. Let P{X) = no + aIX + 
... + anXn, QCX) = bo + blX + ... + bnxn (no loss of generality here). Then 
from 
we obtain the relations 











From which one successively obtains 
bo sao - 1, 
bl = sal + rbo sal + rsao - r, 
b2 = sa2 + r sal + r2 sao - r2, 
and since rbn = 0 we have 
for c = ran + r2an_1 + ... + rn+1ao, showing that r E [s]. 0 
Lemma 2.3.4 (The pullback lemma:) If [rJ V [s] = [t] (in RidA ) then the 
pushout 
v •• ,. A[S-l J 
Iv~ .. 
is a pullback. 
Proof Before we give a proof let us point out that it is clear that the given 
square is a pushout since rp(r), rp( s) invertible iff rp(r s) invertible for any ring 
homomorphism rp. 
To prove that the given square is a pullback we will first prove it for the case 
t = 1, and then reduce the general case to this case. So, let [rJ V [s] = [1J A. 
Let vr(a)vr(r)-n E A[r-IJ, vs(b)vs(s)-m E A[S-IJ with vrsr(vr(a)vr(r)-n) 
vrss(vs(b)vs(s)-m). Without loss of generality, we may assume m = n. Then 
vrs(a)vrs{r)-n = vrs(b)vrs(s)-n 
vrs(a)vrs(r)-n - vrs(b)vrs(s)-n = 0 
vrs(a)vrs(s)n vrsCb)vrs(r)n = 0 
vrs(asn - brn) = o. 
Therefore, there exists l ;:: 0 such that (rs)l(asn brn) = O. i.e. rlsn+la 
rn+1 sib. From [s] V [rJ = [lJ: 1 = rn+lc + sn+ld , for some c, dE A. Define 












rn+IX = arn+2lC + brn+l id 
= arn+21 C + arlSn+1 d 
arl(rn+IC + sn+ld) 
arlo 
Thus, vrCr)n+lvr(x) = vrCrn+1x) = vrCarl) = vr(a)vrCr)l. From which we get 
vr(x) = vr(a)vr(r)-n. Similarly, we can show that vsCx) = vs(b)vs(s)-n. It 
remains to show that x as defined is unique. Suppose yEA with vr(y) = vr(x) 
and vs(Y) = vs(x). Le. vr(y) = vr(a)vr(r)-n and vs(Y) = vs(b)vs(s)-n. Then 
rk(y - x) = 0 and Sk' (y - x) = 0, for some k, k' ~ O. We may assume k = k'. 
Then, from 1 = Ark + p,Sk for some A, p, E A (using lemma 2.2.1), we get 
y x = l(y x) = (Ark + p,sk)(y - x) 
= Ark(y - x) + p,Sk(y - x) 
=0+0 
=0 
Thus x as defined is unique. Now we would like to reduce the general case to 
this special case that we have just settled. 
Suppose [t] [r]V[s] in RidA. Then tm = cr+ds for some m ~ 0, c, dE A. Then, 
in Rid(A[rlJ) we have [Vt(r)] V [Vt(s)] 2 [Vt(t)] = [1]. Thus [vt(r)] V [Vt(s)] = [1]. 
Then the result follows since 
A[a- I ] ~ (A[b- 1 ]) [Vb (a-1 )J, 












Sheaf Representation of 
Rings 
3.1 Introduction 
I would like to remind the reader that we have agreed to use the world ring to 
mean a commutative ring with unit, unless otherwise stated. For the definition 
of a topos the reader is referred to [12] or [17]. By a ring in a topos e, we mean 
an object E of e equipped with the operations 
ExE __ E, E--E and 
where 1 is the terminal object of e, subject to the laws 
I __ E, 
1 
(AI) ("Ix E E) (Vy E E) (Vz E E) (x + (y + z» «x + y) + z) 
(A2) ("Ix E E) (x + 0 x) 
(A3) ("Ix E E) (x + (-x) 0) 
(A4) ("Ix E E)(Vy E E) (x + y = y + x) 
(Ml) ("Ix E E) (Vy E E) (Vz E E) (x(yz)) = «xy)z) 
(M2) ("Ix E E) (xl = x) 
(M3) ("Ix E E) (Vy E E) (xy = yx), 
where we write xy for x . y. 
A ring E is said to be local if it satisfies 











Classically, in Sets, this is the same as : 
E is nontrivial and (\Ix E E) x or (1 x) is invertible, 
which is equivalent to : 
E has a unique maximal ideal. 
For any locale X, a ring in ShX is the same thing as a sheaf A on X in the 
category of rings - so each AU, U E OX, is a ring, and the restriction maps 
AU -+ AV, V :S U , are ring homomorphisms. 
By a Sheaf representation of a ring A, we mean a ring A in ShX for some 
locale X such that AX ~ A. 
Classically, given a ring A we obtain the Grothendieck sheaf representation 
of A as follows. Let 
SpecA = {J ~ A I J a prime ideal}. 
We then topologize SpecA by taking the basic opens to be the subsets 
Wa = {J E SpecA I a 'I J}, 
for each a E A. The data 
Wa H- A[a- l ] 
defines a sheaf on the basic opens of SpecA. Thus, see [18], there is a ring A in 
Sh(SpecA) with ASpecA = AWl ~ A[l-l] ~ A. 
However, for this to work we need the Prime Ideal Theorem, see [7], otherwise 
SpecA = <P is possible in which case it will carry no information about A. 
We would like to present here the pointfree version of this representation. This 
representation is on the locale SpecA defined by O(SpecA) RidA, for a given 
ring A. 
3.2 Representation 
Theorem 3.2.1 Every ring has a sheaf representation by a local ring on a 
coherent locale. 
Proof Let A be a ring. For each J E RidA let 












and let the restriction maps AJ -7 AI, I ~ J in RidA, be projections to partial 
products. 
AJ is a ring, /01' any J E RidA: 
fIsEJ A[ 8-1] is taken as the product ring in the usual sense, and AJ is then eas-
ily seen to be a subring ofthis. F\!rther, the restriction maps defined above are 
evidently ring homomorphisms which satisfy the required conditions to make A 
a presheaf. Hence A is a presheaf of rings on RidA. 
A is a sheaf. 
A is separated: Let J = V I Ji in RidA, for some indexing set 1. 
case 1: If (Ji)iEI is directed then J = U Ji . Then for any x = (Xs)sEJ E AJ, 
xlJi = 0 ¢:>: Xs = 0 for all 8 E Ji, any i E I. Thus 
x I Ji = 0 for all i E I 
¢:} x s = 0 for all 8 E J 
¢:}x= (x s ) = (0) 0 
Case 2: We reduce (by induction) the case of finitary joins to binary joins. Let 
J = G V H in RidA, and let x E AJ. Suppose xlG = 0 and xlH = O. For 
any 8 E J, sn = a + b for some a E G, b E H implies [B] [1'] V [t] where 
l' = as, t = bB, in particular l' E G, t E H. By assumption vrs(xs) = Xr = 0 
and Vts(xs ) = Xt = O. Hence, by the Pullback lemma, Xs = 0, i.e x (0) O. 
A satisfies the glueing (patching) condition: Let (Xi E AJi)iEI be a family 
with J V I Ji in RidA, and for any i, k E I xilJi n Jk = xklJi n JIe. 
case 1: suppose the family (Ji)iEI is directed. Then, in particular, J UiEI Ji. 
Denote the components of xi by x! so that Xi = (X!)sEJ,. Let x = (X~)SEUIJ,=J. 
x is well defined since the Xi'S agree on the intersections Ji n J Ie, for any i, k E I. 
Also, it is clear that x E AJ. It is then obvious that x is the glue of the xi'S. 
case 2: Suppose J G V H in RidA. Let x E AG, YEAH, (x (Xs)sEG and 
Y = (Yt)tEH), with xlG n H = YIG n H. BE J => [B] = [1'] V [t] for some l' E G, 
t E H. Since xlGnH = ylGn H, 
Vrtr(xr) = Xrt = Yrt = Vrtt(Yt). 
Thus, by the pullback lemma, there exists Zs E A[B- I ] such that Xr vrs(zs) 
and Yt = Vts(zs). 
Given also [B] = [1"] V [t'] with 1" E G, t' E H and z~ E A[B- I ] with Xr' = vr's(z~) 
and Yt' = Vt's(z~). We have 
[B] [1'1"] V [rt'] V [tr'] V [tt']. 
Zs,Z~ E A[B- l ] and we have 











Similarly we get 
Also 
Similarly, 
V'1't's(zs) = Xrt' 
Vt'1'ts(Zs) = Ytr' 
Vtt's (Zs) = Ytt" 
Vrt's(Z~) = Yrt' 
Vtr's(z~) = Xtr' 
Vtt's(Z~) = Ytt" 
Thus, by the pullback lemma, Zs = z~. Therefore Zs as defined is unique. Let 
z = (Zs)sEJ E AJ. ziG = (Zs)sEG, but s E G => [s] = [sJ V [0] and hence Zs = Xs' 
Thus ziG = x and similarly zlH = y. Thus A is a sheaf of rings on RidA. 
For any a E A, A[a] ~ A[a- I ] : 
Define tp : A[a] --t A[a- I ] to be the projection 
x = (Xs)sE[aj I-t Xa. 
This map is obviously a ring homomorphism. Suppose tp(x) = 0, i.e. Xa = O. 
Then for any s E raj, Xs Vsa(Xa) = Vsa(O) = 0, i.e. x = O. Hence tp is one 
to one. Moreover, for any b E A[a- I ], define x E A[a] by Xs vsa(b). Then 
tp(x) = Xa = vaa(b) = b, since Vaa id. Furthermore, for any [r] ~ [s] with 
r, s E [a] 
Vrs(XS) = Vrs(vsa(b)) = vra(b) xr· 
Thus tp is a bijection. Consequently, we have a sheaf representation of A since 
A[I] ~ A[I -1] ~ A. 
A is a local ring: 
A satisfies -,(0 = 1) since AJ is trivial iff J = [0]. Let x E AJ, J E RidA. 
Consider any s E J. Then there exist a E A and n ~ ° such that for each t E [sJ 
Xt = Vts(xs) = Vts(vs(a)vs(s)-n) 
= vt(a)vt(s)-n, 
and hence xl[t] = vt(a)vt(s)-n. Now, for t as, vt(a) is invertible and hence 
Vt(x) vt(a)vt(s)-n is invertible. For t = s(sn a) Vt(sn a) and hence 
vt(I- x) is invertible. Thus we have that xl[as] and 1- xl[s(sn - a)] are invert-











the claim, Le. J G V H with xlG invertible and 1 xlH invertible. 0 
Thus we have obtained the basic result: Every ring A has a sheaf represen-
tation by a local ring on a coherent locale SpecA. 
From now on it will be convenient to denote frames by C ,M , ... , their el-
ements by U , V ,"', the zero by 0 and the unit by E. We need the following 
two lemmas for our next result. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let C, M be frames, and let 
h 
C---+ M -k 
be a pair of frame homomorphisms with kh = ide and hk ~ idM. For any local 
ring A (in Sheaves) on M, Ah is a local ring on C. 
Proof Let a E AhU. A local implies h(U) = G V H in M such that alG and 
1 alH are invertible. Then 
U = kh(U) = keG) V k(H) in C, and 
hk(G) ~ G and hk(H) ~ H in M. 
Thus alk(G) and 1 - alk(H) are invertible (with respect to the sheaf Ah). 0 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let M be a compact normal frame and let C = RegM (see 
chapter 1). There is a homomorphism k : M -t C, given by 
k(U) V {V E M I V -< U}. 
Moreover, k(U) = U for U E C, i.e. k is a retraction. 
Proof It follows easily from the definition of -< that k preserves 0, 1\ and E. 
Further, k(V S) = V k[S] for up directed S follows immediately by compactness. 
Let V -< U V W. Then V" V U V W = E. Therefore, by normality, there exist 
G, H with G 1\ H = 0 such that U V G = W V V" V HE, and there exist Y, Z 
with Y 1\ Z = 0 such that 
W V Y =: E = V" V H V Z. 
As a result, H -< U Z -< W and : 
V = V 1\ (V" V H V Z) = (V 1\ H) V (V 1\ Z) ~ k(U) V k(W). 
This proves the nontrivial part of k(U V W) k(U) V k(W). Thus k is a frame 











Definition 3.2.1 A ring A is called Gelfand if RidA is normal. 
Remark: The above definition is equivalent to the condition 
Va, bE A a + b = 1 =? (1 + ar)(l + bs) = 0 for some r, sEA, 
(soo[2]). 
Proposition 3.2.1 Every Gelfand ring has a sheaf representation by a local 
ring on a compact regular locale. 
Proof Let A be a Gelfand ring. Since RidA is compact (being coherent) 
Reg(RidA) is compact regular. Further, since RidA is also normal (by defini-
tion) we have a pair of homomorphisms 
k 
RidA'::::::: Reg(RidA) , 
h 
where k is as in lemma 2 and h the identical embedding. Now let A be the pre-
vious representation of A. Then AIReg(RidA) is a ring on a compact regular 
locale, Reg(RidA). By lemma 1, AIReg(RidA) is local. 0 
I would like to recall here that a ring A is called regular if 
(Vx E A)«3y E A)(x2y = x» 
and that a field is a ring satisfying: 
-,(0 = 1) and (Vx) «x = 0) V (3y)(xy = 1». 
Theorem 3.2.2 A ring A is regular iff it has a sheaf a sheaf representation by 
a field on a compact O-dimensional locale. 
Proof Suppose A is regular. Then for any a E A, there exists b E B such 
that a = a2b. Then (ab)2 = a2b2 = a2bb = ab, Le. ab is idempotent. a = a2b 
implies a E lab]. Since (ab)2 = ab, ab E [a]. Thus [a] = lab]. Further, for any 
idempotent u E A, [u] is complemented in RidA: [u] A [1 - u] = [u(l - u)] = [0] 
and [u] V [1- u] = [1], the latter since 1 = u + (1- u). Thus [a] is complemented 
for any a E A. It remains to show that A is a field. Let x E AJ s E J for 
some J E RidA. Then, there exits a E A and n > 0 such that for each t E [s], 
Xt VtCa)VtCs)-n,i.e. xl[s] = (Vt(a)Vt(s)-n). Now, if a a2b and we take t = 
abs, then Vt(a) Vabs(a) is invertible, and thus xl[abs] = vabs(a)vabs(abs)-n is 
invertible, and xl[s(l-ab)] = 0, since 1-ab becomes invertible and a(l-ab) = O. 
Conversely, suppose A ~ A.[1] for some field A on a compact O-dimensionallocale 
X. Let s E A[l]. Then, X U V V with U A V = 0 such that sfU = 0 and 
sjV invertible, say sjV . t = 1 for some t E AV. Then, slU s21U . y for any 












The Generic Sheaf 
Representation of Rings 
In this chapter we present the sheaf representation of a ring in a 'generic' way. 
We conclude the chapter with a discussion about different ways of obtaining the 
frame RidA for a given ring A (in Sets); we also mention other ways through 
which the generic sheaf representation can be obtained. 
4.1 Localization 
Definition 4.1.1 Let A be a ring in a topos e. PC;;;; A is called a prime if 
(i) -.(0 E P). 
(ii) 1 E P 
(iii) ab E P =} a E P 1\ b E P 
(iv) a+bEP=}aEPVbEP. 





where n is the subobject classifier (truth-value object) of ej and by a support 











a(O) = 0, 
a(I) = 1, 
a(ab) = a(a) 1\ a(b) and 
a(a + b) ::; a(a) Va(b). 
Just like in usual commutative algebra, by localization of A at P, we mean 
constructing a ring homomorphism from A which is universal with respect to 
mapping P to the (object of) invertible elements; i.e. the universal ring homo-
morphism cp : A --t B with cp[P] ~ Inv(B) = {x E B I (3y E B)(xy = I)}. 
Proposition 4.1.1 For any prime P of A the localization at P exists, and is 
a local ring. 
Proof Define a relation", on A x P by 
(x,s) '" (x',s') iff (3t E P)(txs' = tx's). 
'" is an equivalence relation: 
(EI) Since 1 E P (a, s) '" (a, s) for any (a, s) E A x P 
(E2) Symmetry is clear. 
(E3) Suppose (a,s) '" (a',s') and (a',s') '" (a",s"). Then 
(3tI,t2 E P) (tlas' = tIa's) (t2a'S" = t2a"S'). 
Then tIas't2s" = tIa'st2s" = tISt2a"S' and tIt2s' E P. 
Hence'" is an equivalence relation. 
Notation: We will write % for the equivalence class containing (a, s). 
We then form a quotient object of Ax P with respect to '" and denote it by 
A[P-I]. Next we make A[P-I] into a ring by defining addition and multiplica-
tion as follows. 
a a' as' + a's a a' aa' -+-=---
s s' ss' s s' ss' 
These operations are well defined as can be easily checked. Also it is easy to 
check that with these operations A[ P-I] is a commutative ring, with the unit t; 
the zero is ~ and -% = ~a. The universal map A ----+ A[P-I] is given by a H 't. 
Moreover, let (a, s) E A x P. Since s E P, a + (s - a) E P and therefore 
a E P or s - a E P. Then ~ E A[P-I] or s~a E A[P-I] and %~ = 1, 
(1 - %) s~a = 1. Hence A[P-I] is a local ring. Further, given cp : A --t B 
such that cp[P] ~ Inv(B), define A x P --t B by (x, s) H cp(x)cp(S)-I. It is 
then easily seen that if (a, s) '" (a', s') then cp(a)cp(s)-I = cp(a')cp(s)-I. Thus cp 











As an example of the above situation, let A be a ring in Sets, I:. a frame 
and A ~ I:. a support. We would like to show that a give a prime P of A( = 
the sheaf reflection of the constant presheaf A, U t-+ A) in Shl:.. We can then 
localise A at P to get a local ring A[p-I]. 
Let us recall (chapter 1) that AU =set of all locally constant locale maps 
U ---+ A , which are just the frame homomorphisms a : PA ---+..1. U. But these 
are characterized by their effect on the singletons {a}, for a E A, since for any 
S EPA S = V { { a} I a E S}. It then becomes clear that these a's can be 
described as maps a : A ---+..1. U satisfying 
(i) a(a) /\ a(b) = 0 ,a:f. b and 
(ii) V{a(a) I a E A} = U. 
Since A is a ring, we get ring structures on AU, for each U E I:. as follows 
(aO,B)(a) = V{a(b) /\,B(c) I b 0 c = a}, 
where 0 stands for addition and multiplication. The zero in AU is given by 
{ 
U a=O 
O(a) = 0: a:f.O 
1 is given by 
l(a) = {~ ~ ~; ~ 
-a is given by -a(a) = a( -a), for any a E AU. These data fits together so as 
to give a ring structure on AU for any U E 1:.. Furthermore, for any V ~ U in 
1:., and a,,B E AU, 
((aO,B)IV)(a) = V{a(b) /\ ,B(c) /\ V I bOc) = a} = V{(alV)(b) /\ (,BIV)(c) I bOc = a} 
= ((alV)O(,BIV))(a), 
and similarly for -a ,0 and 1, showing that the restriction maps AU ---+ AV 
are ring homomorphisms. Thus we have a ring A in Shl:.. Note that any a E A 
gives rise to a E AU, for any U E 1:., defined by 
a(c) = {U : c = a o : c:f.a 
Recall that in Shl:. the object of truth values(=subobject classifier) n is given 
by 











The given support a : A -+ C gives a map jj : A -+ n, defined at each U E C by 
iTu : AU -+ nu a H a(a) AU. 
It can be easily shown that iT is a map of presheaves. The 'unit' 1] : A -+ A is 
given by 
1]u : Au -+ Au, aHa. 
at each U E C. It then follows that the unique map Cr in the following commu-
tative diagram is a support. 
Explicitly, Cr is given by 
Cru(a) = V{a(a) Aa(a) I a E A} 
Moreover a a support implies that Cr is also a support. The point here is that 
we are now in a topos ShC with the object of truth values n, and an n-valued 
support Cr : A -+ n, hence a prime P of A. Explicitly P is given by 
Pu = {a E Au I Cru{a) = U}. 
As before, we localise A at P to get a local ring .4'.[p-l] in ShC. 
Generally, in ShC, this localization can be briefly described as follows. At each 
U E C, we define an equivalence relation", on Au x Pu by (a, s) '" (a', S') iff 
there is a cover U = V I Ui and a family (ti E PUi)iEI such that ti(aIUi)(s'IUi) = 
ti(a'IUi)(sIUi ). Denote (AU x PU)/ "'u by Q(U). Then U H Q(U) is a 
separated presheaf. Indeed, consider U = V I Ui and [a, s], [ai, Sl] E Q(U) such 
that [a, S]IUi [ai, s']lUi for all i E I. This means (alUi , slUi ) rv (al lUi , sllUi) 
for all i E I. Thus (a, s) '""U (ai, Sl) since'" is a sheaf. 
A[P-I] is the sheaf reflection of Q. By general principles we may consider Q(U) 
as a subset of A[P-l]U and note that A[P-l] is the sheaf generated by this 
subpresheaf. The image of (a,s) E AUxPUinA[P-l] will be denoted by [%]u. 
4.2 The universal support 
Classically, i.e. in the category of sets, the primes of a ring A are exactly the 
complements of prime ideals of A. Hence without the Prime Ideal Theorem (Le. 
any nontrivial Boolean algebra has a prime ideal), A need not have any primes. 
But with the 'change of toposes' we can get a generic prime. In chapter 2 we 











[0] = 0 
[1] = 1 
lab] = [a] A [b] and 
[a + b] ~ [a] V [b]. 
Thus [-] is a support. First we show that [-] is universaL Let 7 : A -+ C be a 
support, for some frame C. Define f' : RidA -+ C by 
f'(J) V 7[J]. 
Then f'([a]) = 7(a), for any a E A. We show that 7 is a frame homomorphism. 
f'(J AI) = V 7[J A 1] = V 7(J n I) V(7(J) n 7(1)) = (V 7(J)) A (V 7(1)). Let 
X be a directed family of radical ideals of A. 
JEX JEX JEX 
V (V 7[J]) = V f'(J). 
JEX JEX 
Thus f' is a frame homomorphism. 
As shown in the first section above, [-] gives a prime P of A in Sh(RidA). 
We can then localise A at P to get a local ring A[P-i]. 
4.3 Representation 
Let A, A, etc. be as in section two above. The aim here is to show that A[P-i] 
provides a sheaf representation of A, specifically 
A[p-i][a] ~ A[a-i ], 
for any a E A. For any presheaf 'P on a frame C we will denote by 15 the sheaf 
reflection of 'P, with the universal map rJ : 'P ---+ 15 from 'P to a sheaf; and for 
any map of presheaves 7 : 'P -+ :F where :F is a sheaf, we denote by 7' the sheaf 
extension of 7, Le. 7' is the unique map such that 7' 0 rJ = 7. We will need the 
following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3.1 Let'P be a presheaf on a frame C and let 7: 'P -+ :F be a map 
into a sheaf:F on C such that the image of 7 generates :F and Im(7) is the 
separated presheaf reflection of 'P with the reflection map induced by 7. Then, 












Since 15 is sepaxated and Im(r) generates F, the sheafrefiection map 1] : P --t 15 
factors through r as 1] = { 0 r. It is then easily seen that r 0 { and ~ 0 rare 
identities, since 1] and r axe presheaf epimorphisms. D. 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let C be a frame with a basis K and let P be a presheaf on C 
such that P is separated and patching at each W E K. Then 15w = PW for 
each W E K. 
Proof Note that 15u = the set of equivalence classes of compatible families 
(Xi E PUih, where U = V[Ui is a cover of U, with two families (Xi E PUih 
and (Yi E PVj)J equivalent iff xilUi 1\ Vj = YilUi 1\ Vi for all indices i and j. 
But, since P is patching on K, for each W E K and any cover W V iE[ Ui 
of W with compatible (Xi E PUih, we have Xi = xlUi for a unique X E PW. 
Conversely, for each X E PW, (xlUih is a compatible family, i.e. an element of 
15w for each cover W = V [Ui . 0 
Lemma 4.3.3 Let g,F be sheaves on a frame C and suppose C has a basis K 
such that F = 9 on K. Then there exists an isomorphism F --t g. 
Proof At each U E C consider MU ~ FU x gU defined by (x, y) E MU iff 
xlW = ylW for all W S U in K. Suppose (x,y), (x,y') EMU. Then 
y'IW = xlW ylW for all W E K. 
In particular, y'IW = ylW for all WE K. Since 9 is a sheaf and 
U = V {W E K I W s U}, 
we get y y'. Similarly we get 
(x, y), (x', y) EMU =} x = Xl. 
Moreover, let y E gUo ylW E gW, as W ranges over all elements of K less than 
or equal to U, form a compatible family, and since gw ::::: FW, it has a patch 
x E FU. Then, (x, y) EMU. It can also be easily verified that M is a subsheaf 
of F x g. thus M is a graph of an isomorphism F --t g. (also see[18] theorem 
3.4.10). 0 
We are now starting with the construction. For each J E RidA let 
SJ = {s E A I [s];2 J}. 
Then, J I-t A[S.J1] is a presheaf Bon RidA, the restriction maps V[ J : A[S.J1] --t 











universality property of the obvious homomorphisms VJ : A f-+ A[Sil]. Indeed 
we have 
For each c E A, B[c] = A[c- I ]: 
[s] ;2 [c] ~ cn = sa, some n, a. In such case a(c) invertible implies a(s) 
invertible for any ring homomorphism a on A. Thus, we get the maps <p and t/J 
as indicated in the diagram above since vc(s) is invertible for any s E SIc] and 
V[c)(c) is invertible respectively. It can then be easily verified that <p and t/J are 
inverse to each other. 
At each J = [c], B is separated and patching: Since [c] is compact, it 
will suffice to verify this for finite covers. Furthermore, we can reduce this to 
covers of the form [c] = [Co] V ... V [Cn], and by an induction argument, using 
that [c] = [co] V [n Cl + ... + rncn] with suitable rj. E A, it will be enough to 
consider the case [c] [b] V [d]. But we have already seen the pullback lemma 
(in chapter 2) that the diagram 
A[c-I ] ~ A[d- I ] 
VbC! 1 Vbdd 
A[b- I ] Vbi: A[(bd)-I] 
is a pullback whenever [c] = [b] V [d]. We get the required result since A[c-I ] ~ 
A[S~n· 
For J E RidA, let 











Obviously 0 E 1-£J. Let x E 1-£J and y E BJ. Then J = V Ji with xlJi = O. 
Then xylJi (xIJi)(yIJi) = O. Furthermore, if J = V Ji = V Hk with xlJ. = 
0= ylHk, then J Vi,k Ji 1\ Hk and (x+y)IJiI\Hk = O. Thus 1-£:1 is an ideal of 
B:1. It is also clear that J H- 1-£J is a subpresheaf of B and that BsJ = BJ /1-£J 
is the separated presheaf reflection of B. 
The presheaf map p, : B -t A[P-I]: Let a E BJ. Then V{a(b) 1\ [b] 1 b E 
A} = J 1\ [a] J. Thus a E PJ. Thus we have a map 
A x BJ -t AJ x PJ. 
Let ; = ;;. in A[ B; 1]. Then ::It E B J such that tas' ta' 8. Then a H- a being a 
ring homomorphism implies tas' = ta/s. Then 
- , 
_ A a a 
t E PJ:::} -= = -:-. 
8 8' 
Thus we have got maps A[B;l] ~ A[P-I]J, 
P,J(vJ(a)VJ(8)-I) = [~L' 
for each J E RidA, where [t] J stands for the element of A[P-I]J determined 
by (a,s) E AJ x PJ. 
(Explicitly, the map A -t AJ takes BJ to P J, leading to a map A x BJ -t 
AJ x PJ which then induces the homomorphism A[B;I] ~ A[P-I]J. Further, 
it is easily checked that this defines a presheaf map B -t A[P-I] ). 
The hnage of p, generates A[P-I]: Let a E AJ and /3 E PJ. Then 
Thus 
l.e. 
J = iJA/3) = V {/3(8) 1\ [8]18 E A}. 
J = V{a(a) 1 a E A} 1\ V{/3(8) 1\ [8]18 E A} 
= V {a(a) 1\ /3(8) 1\ [8] 1 a,8 E A} 
::; V{a(a) 1\ /3(8) I a,8 E A} ::; J. 












Let 1= aCa) /\ fJCs) :::; J. all is given by 
Furthermore, 
a: A --.j.. J ----;;.-:. -I- (aCa) /\ fJCs») 
t I :> aCt) r- aCt) /\ a(a) /\ fJ(s) 
aCt) /\ a(a) /\ fJ(s) = { a(a) /\ fJ(s) 
o : a:/:t 
I : a = t 
Thus, all ii, and similarly we get fJlI s. Also: [s] ;2 1= a(a)/\fJ(s) because 
fJ(s) = fJ(s) /\ J = V{fJ(s) /\ fJ(t) /\ [t]1 tEA} = fJ(s) /\ [s] :::; [s], from which we 
get 
a(s) = a(s) /\ J = V {a(s) /\ aCt) /\ [tll tEA} 
= a(s) /\ [s] ::; [s]. 
It follows that s E 51 and hence vl(a)vl(s)-I E A[5]1]. 
Also: 
[~])I = [~:~L = [~L 
= Jhl(vl(a)vl(s)-I). 
Since the I cover J, this shows Im(Jh) generates A[P-I]. 
ker(JhJ) = llJ: Let x E ker(JhJ). x = vJ(a)vJ(s)-l, for some a E A, s E 571 • 
Then 
0= JhJ(x) = JhJ(vJ(a)vJ(s)-l) = [~L· 
Then J = V Ji and ti' (iiIJi ) = 0 for some ti E PJi. Here Ji = V{ti(e) /\ [elle E 
A} and for each I = tiCe) /\ [e] :/: [0], call = 0 and hence ea = O. Further, e E 51 
because [e] ;2 I trivially, hence vl(a)vl(s)-I = 0, and since the I cover J, this 
shows x E 1-lJ. Conversely, x = vJ(a)vJ(s)-l E llJ means vJ;(a) = 0 for some 
cover J V Ji and then tia = 0 for some ti E 5;" hence [ia 0 and since 
[i E PJi we have [%] = 0, saying JhJ(x) = O. D. 











is an isomorphism ('" indicating the sheaf reflection); and from lemma 2 that 
Thus 
for any c E A. In particular, 
As an added observation we can see that, using lemma 2.3 above we get 
where A is the sheaf described in chapter 3. 
Concluding ReIllarks: 
(RI) In our work we simply observed that for a ring A, the map A -+ RidA, 
a f-t raj is a universal support. Here we would like to give a sketch of 
a'natural' construction for this support. We will not recall basic definitions 
here and the reader is reffered to [4, 11, 14, 20]. 
Construction: Let A be a ring and consider the following propositional 
theory. 
Propositions: a E P, one for each a E A. 
Axioms: 
(PO) 0 E P => 1. 
(PI) T => 1 E P 
(P2) a E P 1\ b E P ¢:::::} ab E P 
(P3) a + b E P => a E P V b E P. 
One can then make A into a 'site' and get a flat map A -+ 'e - ideal(A), 
as follows: 
1. Define a preorder ~ on A, by 
a ~ b iff an = be for some n, c. 
Note that in this preorder ab ~ a, in particular, an = a. 











(i) 0 E C(x) whenever xn = 0 for some n, 
(ii) {xa, xb} E C(x) whenever xn = a + b for some n. 
Then it can be easily verified that the 'e-ideals' for this theory are exactly 
the radical ideals of A. Thus if we let SpecA=the locale (of primes of A) 
given by the above theory, then nSpecA C - ideal(A) RidA. Hence 
a universal support A ~ RidA, a f-t raj. 
Put differently, for basic propositions listed above, we can consider 
the set of all propositions generated from these by hinary conjunction(A) 
and arbitrary disjunction (V) , with two distinguished propositions added: 
T and.l. The fundamental notion is the relation of entailment I- be-
tween propositions, subject to the following rules, where p, q,' .. stands 
for arbitrary propositions and S for any set of propositions. 
1. Absolute: p I- Pi if pI- q and q I- r then p I- r. 
2. Conjunction: 
if p I- q and p I- r then p I- q A r. 
pl-T 
pAr I- p, pAr I- r 
3. Disjunction: 
V S I- q whenever p I- q for all pES. 
P I- V S for all pES. 
T I- V0. 
4. Propositional law: p A V S I- V {p A q I q E S}. 
Axioms are presented as sets of entailments: p I- q , where p and q are 
specified propositions. Then the corresponding Lindenbaum algebra C is 
given by taking the propositions of the theory modulo the relation 1--1 of 
mutual entailment, with partial order induced by 1-. C is then a frame, by 
the rules for entailment, and we have the map 
O":A--+C 
a f-t [a E P], 
where [a E PJ is the element of the Lindenbaum algebra corresponding to 
'a E P'. 0" gives the universal model of the theory, and it can be shown 
that it is the universal support. 
(R2) Another approach to the generic sheaf representation of a ring is via the 
'localization' /spectrum problem. intuitively, this says: Since the theory 











a given ring in a topos, particularly in Sets. However, with the 'change 
of toposes', Tierney in[19], Coste in [6] and Wraith in [23] showed that 
the inclusion of the category of local ringed toposes in the category of 
ringed toposes has a left adjoint, sending a ringed topos to what we call 
it's spectrum. (By a (local)ringed topos we mean a topos with a particular 
(local)ring in it). 
(R3) For the reader who want to study particular types of rings in terms of their 
pointfree spectra the following will be useful. Banaschewski in his papers 
[2, 3] has analysed the role played by RidA in characterizing a given ring 
A. Among his findings are 
- a ring is an exchange ring iff it is Gelfand with zero dimensional 
JRidA; 
- a ring is Gelfand iff it is a ring of global elements of what we call a 
well-supported local ring in the top os of sheaves on a compact regular 
locale; and 
- a ring is an exchange ring if it is the ring of global elements of a local 
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